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254a Monday, February 17, 2014method allowed to witness in a single unified picture the correlation and the
associated free energy profiles among the hallmarks of the activation process
of c-Abl: the activation loop opening, the DFG motif flip, the docking of the
regulatory modules in the characteristic conformations associated to activation
and autoinhibition, with the inclusion of the bending of helix alpha-I associated
to myristate binding and alpha-C helix rotation as secondary contributing
factors.
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F1-ATPase (F1), a rotary motor protein driven by ATP hydrolysis, is unique
with respect to its high efficiency and reversibility in converting chemical
energy into mechanical work. To clarify its mechanism in detail, many re-
searchers have attempted to understand the important interactions between
each moiety of ATP and amino acid residues of F1, using various ATP analogs
and/or mutants. However, they have only used natural compounds with limited
variations until now, so, we decided to use artificial compounds in this study.
Firstly, we synthesized an artificial substrate, "ribose-triphosphate" (RTP),
lacking the base moiety, which is suggested to be important for its binding to
the catalysis site of F1. In a single molecule assay, F1 exerted a constant rotary
torque by RTP, although the binding rate of RTP was 2.1x105 times slower.
Thus, we confirmed that the base moiety is important for ATP’s binding to
F1, not for torque generation; i.e. the binding affinity is not strongly correlated
with the generated torque. Secondly, we generated a mutant F1 in which argi-
nine finger, aR364, was substituted with Lyk; an artificial amino acid that has a
side chain with an extra carbon compared to lysine. In a single molecule assay,
the mutant also rotated with the similar torque as the wild type, although its
ATP hydrolysis rate was 500 times slower. The result confirmed that the
ATP hydrolysis rate has little relation with the torque generation either. Hence,
using these two kinds of artificial compounds, we have proved that F1 could
generate the constant rotary torque even if the catalytic rate decreased drasti-
cally. We now expect that the artificial compounds may develop new research
of motor proteins in the future.
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Gas, a subunit of the heterotrimeric G protein, has a crucial role in mediating
the signal transduction from G protein coupled-receptor (GPCR) into intracel-
lular proteins. This cascade process is accompanied by conformational change
of Gas protein such as binding to b2AR as well as contributing to GDP/GTP
exchange. We investigated dynamic features of Gas based on the X-ray crystal
structure of b2AR-Gas complex and elastic network based simulation was
performed to reveal the whole conformational change pathway of b2AR-Gas
complex. The normal mode results strongly propose that N terminus of Gas
initially binds to the activated b2AR and then C terminus binding is followed.
These two binding events would break the densely connected GDP pocket site
located between two Gas subdomains (Ras-like GTPase and a-helical domain),
leading to the increase of the GDP solvent-accessible surface area. We also
identified a flexible hinge point of switch 1 linker region from the proposed
large swing motion of Gas between closed and open conformation. B-factor
comparison between GDP and GTP binding to Gas indicates that GTP binding
much more suppresses the mobility of both switch 1 and switch 2 regions, while
both N and C termini vibrate more actively. It facilitates reorientation of Gas to
its initial closed form in order to complete the entire cycle of conformational
change. This atomistic simulation not only confirms various experimental
observations regarding b2AR-Gas complex but also newly reveals the binding
affinity of Gas termini for b2AR.
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Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a biophysical technique that allows one
to study the statistical conformation of a biopolymer in solution. SAXS data is a
low-resolution probe of conformational space because it is a population
weighted orientational average of all conformers within a conformationalensemble. Traditional biological SAXS experiments seek to describe an
‘‘average’’ structure of a protein, or enumerate a ‘‘minimal ensemble’’ of a
protein at the atomic resolution scale. However, for highly flexible proteins,
an average structure or minimal ensemble is insufficient for enumeration of
conformational space, and is an over-parameterized model of the statistical
conformation. We developed a minimally parameterized model that describes
the statistical conformation using polymer physics theory. We have used this
model to fit the SAXS data for a highly flexible protein, Staphylococcal protein
A (SpA-N).
SpA-N is a multi-domain protein consisting of 5 globular IgG binding domains
separated by a six residue flexible linker. We collected SAXS data on SpA-N
and constructs consisting of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 domain modules in order to study
the role of the number of modules on the statistical conformation of this impor-
tant S. aureus virulence factor. Here we define a new polymer physics model
and a scattering function with which to fit the SAXS data. We show that
the model, which has three adjustable parameters, can fit the SAXS data of
SpA-N, and is an analytical description of the statistical conformation. We
propose a protocol employing polymer physics to describe the statistical
conformation of other flexible proteins. This analytical description of confor-
mational space provides a depiction of the statistical conformation of a flexible
protein that, while lacking atomistic detail, properly reflects the information
content of the data.
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The protein complex of Lysine Specific Demethylase-1 (LSD1) with its
co-repressor (LSD1/CoREST) catalyzes the demethylation of the H3-histone
N-terminal tail and is a target of outstanding relevance for drugs against cancer
and neurodegenerative disorders. However, little is known to date on the rela-
tionship between LSD1/CoREST molecular recognition and the molecular
mechanisms of epigenetic modulation. Using molecular dynamics simulation,
we have previously shown that LSD1/CoREST is a highly dynamic nanoscale
clamp; we proposed that binding of the H3-histone N-terminal tail reduces the
clamp rotation around the Tower domain by means of an allosteric mechanism.
Here, we present new studies of LSD1/CoREST clamp dynamics and substrate
recognition using adaptive biasing force simulations to detail the biophysical
nature of the previously discovered motion. The allosteric mechanism is found
to be qualitatively independent of the force field and of the sampling approach
employed. Free energy profiles are obtained using enhanced sampling ap-
proaches. Overall, our study reveals an unprecedented view on LSD1/CoREST
molecular recognition and dynamics and paves a route for a more general un-
derstanding of epigenetic regulation at the molecular level, thus aiding future
drug discovery campaigns.
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Multidrug resistance protein 1 (MRP1/ABCC1) effluxes a wide variety of drugs
as well as conjugated and unconjugated organic anions across the plasma mem-
brane. MRP1 has two nucleotide binding domains (NBDs) and three membrane
spanning domains (MSDs). Substrate translocation through the MSDs is
coupled to the catalytic activity at the cytoplasmic NBDs. In this study, we
investigated the structural dynamics of the MRP1 transporter. A 2-color
MRP1 construct was engineered by fusing GFP and tag-RFP at the C-terminal
of NBD1 and NBD2 respectively. Immunoblot analysis showed an expected
single band at ~250 kDa size and the recombinant protein trafficked properly
to the plasma membrane as determined by fluorescence microscopy. Cells
expressing 2-color MRP1 showed no doxorubicin accumulation whereas
